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ADAPTABLE
Adapts to almost any vehicle segment and ooring
plan. Our quick manufacturing turn-around time
makes sure your product gets delivered fast.

AFFORDABLE
Half the cost of any other similar imported products,
at much higher quality.

FOOTREST:
A footrest feature has been integrated into our seats
to take care of high ground clearance vehicle ingress.
The footrests pops-out as soon as the seat reaches
the door side hinges and vice-versa. The footrest can
easily take the weight of almost any passenger.
HAND CONTROL:
Easy-to-use hand control with hold-to-run buttons
to ensure maximum safety. The seat electronics take
care of the rest.

CARUNA SWIVEL SEATS
Caruna swivel seats are a result of years of study, testing and feedback from prospective
users. The seats blend into the vehicle elegantly are always easy-to-use.

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
Highly advanced seat motor electronics can be easily
programmed to any individuals dimensions. These
make the seat movements seambers.

Accessible, comfort and ergonomics functionality in one use.
The seats swivel out to enable wheelchair transfers and walker transfers to your vehicle as
convenient as practically possible. We make sure also that yourback, thighs, and lower hip
are at their most convenient positions, so as to promote a good blood ow even during
long rides.
Using topologically optimised lean spiderweb metal design, the automatic mechanism
blends in to the vehicle interior making it even better than a conventional vehicle seat.
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Your existing bucket seat
is custom- t to our
automatic plate mechanism

The complete seat + automatic
mechanism is shipped back to your
location, where a mechanic programs seat
movement to your height and weight.

Option-2
Complete assembly set shipped
to your location.

Caruna Bucket Seats TM
automatic mechanism assembly
shipped out to your location
on receipt of P.O.
Entire assembly can be easily
custom- t by any local automobile
mechanic.

